
Active Stories

Captain Active
vs Dr Obesenik



1.
Hello good citizen!s Can you all hear me?

I’m Captain Active, and all my enemies fear 

me!

I have special powers. Great strength and 

great speed.

But I can’t do it alone. It’s your help that I 

need!

2.
For Dr Obesenik has just escaped jail,

And we need to catch him! We cannot fail!

His plan is to close all the fields and the parks,

And to turn off the sun to keep the world dark!

3.
I need to be sure that you’re strong, brave and 

fast.

So let’s put you through training. Let’s see if you 

last! (give superhero powers)

Can you squat with a car? Lift it up high. 

(10 slow squats)

Ok. Great. That’s good. Now let’s see how you 

fly!

4.
Lift up your arms and away, off you go.

First try fly fast, and now try fly slow.

(run and then ‘slow-mo’ flying)

Check your invisibility cloak and check your freeze 

spray 

These weapons will make sure no-one gets in our 

way!



6.
Great job with those people. Even the 

ones at the top!

But that evil Dr Obesenik still needs to be 

stopped.

(walk along the road)

Oh no! What’s this? The road is all 

blocked.

The trees have all fallen and it’s covered in 

rocks.

7.
Have we got the time? We could clear all 

this mess!

And if we stop now we’ll have even less!

(‘deadlift’ obstacles off the road x 10)

Good choice, we did it, the right thing to do 

Dr Obesenik stands no chance against 

Mighty You!

8.
I’ve just heard a rumour about Dr Obsesenik’s 

lair,

It’s high in the mountains. Look up. Right up 

there.

It’s very secure with dozens of guards.

But with our super powers, we won’t find it 

hard!

9.
We’re getting close now but it’s no time to rush.

Look at those guards there behind that thick 

bush.

Make yourself invisible. Put on your cloak, 

quick.

We’ll creep round the side, don’t make a sound 

on those sticks! 

(creep, one foot in front of the other)

10.
Well done. Great creeping! They didn’t hear a sound.

Now let’s fly up this mountain. Push up hard off the ground.

(squat and fly to the top of the mountain then land)

Look here’s the entrance. It’s behind the this big boulder.

Will you give me a hand. Come on, use your shoulder! 

(squat and push like a rugby scrum)



11.
‘Dr Obesenik stop there! Time to 

surrender don’t run!

And lower that sword and your Laziness 

Gun!’

BLAST!!! 

(Dodge the shots)

‘Stop Shooting at us or we’ll have to 

shoot back!!’

Get out your Freeze Guns. Let’s prepare 

for attack! 

(dodge and fire weapons- mini battle).

12.
Great shot you’ve got him! Just look at 

him freeze!

The police and the public will surely be 

pleased! 

Now let’s fly him away and stick him in 

jail.

His horrendous plan was always going to 

fail!

(fly back down the mountain)

13.
We’ve seen the last of this 

crazy Doctor.

The world is now safe. Now 

that we’ve got ya!

But who knows what enemies 

might appear out the dirt?!

So stay active , stay safe and 

stay really alert. 


